Boston Express Movers Company Tariff
For local moves;
Boston Express Movers tariff is based on an evaluation of how many hours the shippers total
move should take. This is done by a standard local move time calculator.
200CF or less (partial move or studio apartment) would require 2 men for a 3 hour minimum
plus any applicable travel time.
300CF to 450CF (1 bedroom) would require 3 men for 3-4 hours plus any applicable travel
time.
450CF to 650CF (2 bedrooms) would require 3 men for 4-5 hours plus any applicable travel
time.
650CF to 900CF (3 bedrooms) would require 3 men for 5-7 hours plus any applicable travel
time.
900CF to 1400CF (4 bedrooms or more) would require 3-4 men for 8-10 hours plus any
applicable travel time.
For these types of lager moves the Boston Express Movers sales team would be able to provide a
free in-home estimate which could result in a flat rate price or binding estimate for your move.
Boston Express Movers hourly rates are subject to change based on availability and time of the
year.
From November 3rd to April 26th the rates are as follows;
1 truck 2 men would cost from $85/hour to $129/hour
1 truck 3 men would cost from $99/hour to $139/hour
1 truck 4 men would cost from $119/ hour to $159/hour
If the shipper requires more than one truck for the move then an extra $30 to $60/hour will be
added to the base hourly rate.
The higher rates apply to peak days such as the first and last two days of the month and
weekends.
From April 27th to November 2nd the rates are as follows:
1 truck 2 men would cost from $90/hour to $139/hour
1 truck 3 men would cost from $99/hour to $149/hour
1 truck 4 men would cost from $119/hour to $189/hour
If the shipper requires more than one truck for the move then an extra $30 to $80/hour will be
added to the base hourly rate.
The higher rates apply to peak days such as the first and last two days of the month and
weekends.
From August 29th to September 3rd the rates are as follows;
No 2 men jobs
No 2 truck jobs
1 truck 3 men would cost from $119/hour to $179/hour
1 truck 4 men would cost from $139/hour to $199/hour

September 1st is the busiest move date of the year. On this day there will be a 4 hour minimum
plus any applicable travel time.
Full Packing moves estimated rates are as follows:
200CF or less (partial move or studio apartment) would require 2 men for an additional 1 hour
and an estimated $100 of materials added to the cost of the move.
300CF to 450CF (1 bedroom) would require 3 men for an additional 1.5 hours and an estimated
$200 of materials added to the cost of the move.
450CF to 650CF (2 bedrooms) would require 3 men for an additional 2 - 3 hours and an
estimated $350 of materials added to the cost of the move
650CF to 900CF (3 bedrooms) would require 3 men for an additional 3 - 4 hours and an
estimated $500 of materials added to the cost of the move.
For moves over 900CF Boston Express Movers sales team would be able to provide a free inhome estimate which could result in a flat rate price or binding estimate for your move
For special moves such as pianos, Jacuzzis and other bulky or heavy items rates are variable
depending on type of item and location of the move.
Please contact Boston Express Movers sales team for pricing.
What is included in the cost of a local move:
Wrapping of all furniture in special moving pads/blankets.
Disassembly and reassembly of all furniture that requires to be disassembled for the purpose of
the move (e.g. beds, dresser mirrors, large desks etc.)
Provide a door to door service and set up of furniture as the shipper requires.
All cost of fuel, miles, tolls, taxes and fees.
Free valuation coverage of $0.60 per pound per article.
Packing materials (such as tape, boxes, bubble wrap) will be charged at an additional cost to the
base hourly rate.

